
What makes a good poster

Here Are Some Essential Tips You Should 

Consider When Designing A Poster

01. It Should Be Readable From A Distance

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

Create Some Contrast

People do not have the time these days to pay close attention to the things 

around them. Their attention time is shorter today than ever before. They do 

not care to see a poster closely unless its design compels them to do so. But 

if there are some elements of contrast, it will catch their eye when they glance 

at your poster.

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

04. Stand Out

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

Use A Big Image

One of the essential tricks to catch the eye is to incorporate one big image 

that they can see from a reasonable distance. You can choose an illustration 

or text, a photo or a big image. You should consider a close -up of faces or 

design elements, illustrations, scenes, and even novelty typography. But you 

should select a visual carefully

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

Make Good Use Of Space

Space is a key element in graphic designs. In posters, the use of space is 

even more important because people look at it from a greater distance. It 

would be advisable to use greater spacing between elements when designing 

a poster. An advantage of extra spacing is that it enhances visual impact 

dramatically. It will also make your poster easily readable

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

Explore Typography

Typography is another key element that can make your poster look 

outstanding. But make sure that the use of typography is unique. One of the 

characteristics of typefaces is that they add some personality to designs even 

logo design. Remember that while colors evoke emotions, typography gives 

a personality to the design. It is to be noted that some of the best posters are 

those made with colors and typefaces only with no use of illustrations and 

images.

From <https://www.designhill.com/design -blog/tips-for-a-creative-poster-design/> 

Use One Big Visual

From <https://designshack.net/articles/inspiration/10-tips-for-perfect-poster-design/> 

Include a Call to Action

From <https://designshack.net/articles/inspiration/10 -tips-for-perfect-poster-design/> 

Headlines

Summarize your poster title in 1 headline. It could be the title of your 

event, a recruitment announcement, a product announcement, or 

something similar. Keep it short and concise. The headline will be the 

first piece of information to capture the audience’s attention.

From <https://piktochart.com/blog/how-to-make-a-poster/> 

01. Use color to create energy, elicit a 

mood and attract the eye.

Color is one aspect of the design that’s wide open. Colors will create 

energy, elicit a mood and attract the eye. Depending on the poster 

subject, the colors will be bold, subtle or romantic. You can really go all 

out with color.

From <https://www.canva.com/learn/25-ways-to-design-an-awesome-poster-and-create-a-buzz-for-your-next-event/> 

Create visual hierarchy

Posters should grab attention and be a quick read. Rank information in 

order of importance. If you’re working with little copy, go for a bold, simple 

graphic or photo like the Columbus Creative poster by Mike Jones. If you 

have lots of information, have the type be your focus. Think about a big 

headline and group information into chunks.

From <https://www.canva.com/learn/25-ways-to-design-an-awesome-poster-and-create-a-buzz-for-your-next-event/> 

Use negative or white space to form a 

clever composition

Creating an image from another image is something like magic. When it 

finally pops out at you, it’s amazing. It’s great how the Melbourne Food & 

Wine poster by Kaushik Design creates wine glasses from the fork 

prongs. Another way to use negative space is to draw the eye into a small 

object of focus with lots of negative space around it to let the viewer’s eye 

breathe. Drop your copy into the open space to draw the eye but don’t fill 

it.

From <https://www.canva.com/learn/25-ways-to-design-an-awesome-poster-and-create-a-buzz-for-your-next-event/> 

Design: Michal Batory

07. Use shapes to create visual interest

Shapes create other shapes. They create guide lines that lead the 

reader’s eye around the poster.

From <https://www.canva.com/learn/25-ways-to-design-an-awesome-poster-and-create-a-buzz-for-your-next-event/> 

Make dense information legible

Being legible doesn’t just mean that the viewer can actually read the 

poster. Make sure the viewer knows what you’re advertising, selling or 

promoting. That it’s easy to read and understand. Make sure you can see 

it from a distance too.

This gallery event poster by Ali Gray contains a large amount of 

information, but has been designed to make sense to viewers from a 

distance and up close. Given the dense amount of text – this creative 

layout achieves legibility in a difficult context.

From <https://www.canva.com/learn/25-ways-to-design-an-awesome-poster-and-create-a-buzz-for-your-next-event/> 

A wise man once told me that a good poster should be just as impactful at 50 feet as it is at 5 feet—and 
at 5 inches. In the example above, the posters read Target from +50 feet away. At 5 feet you notice the 
tiny person playing on the logo. At 5 inches you notice the emotion of the model as well as their striking 
wardrobe.

From <https://www.howdesign.com/design-creativity/ten-poster-design-tips/> 

Occam's razor - Posters
22 May 2019 15:59
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Posters are an excellent medium for advertising and attracting attention. A well-designed poster 

catches the eyes of passers-by, grabs their attention, appeals to them emotionally and informs them 

concisely and instantly. But if you want to fully tap this potential, avoid the following mistakes:

1.Two equally strong eye-catchers

The best way to catch the interest of people walking or driving past is with an eye-catching picture or 

headline. If both are used together, it’s essential for them to form a single visual unit and be placed 

close together.

2.A picture that doesn’t say anythingThe picture has to communicate or at least emphasise the core 

message. Even the prettiest image is useless if it lacks a clearly recognisable theme or if its theme is 

completely unrelated to the product or service you’re advertising.

3.Portraits that look the wrong way

Portraits of people are popular and emotionally appealing images. Those who see the poster will 

normally look into the model’s eyes or follow the direction of their gaze. So make sure that the eyes 

on the poster either look straight out or, if it is a sideways portrait, towards the middle.

From <https://www.printcarrier.com/blog/en/news/avoid-these-ten-mistakes-when-designing-posters/> 

4.Too many information clusters

Too much information spread across a large area can’t be registered fast enough. This prevents the 

observer from gaining an overview, which is essential for quickly absorbing the message. When 

designing your poster, therefore, don’t include more than five clusters of information.

5.Unsuitable typefaces

As people only glance briefly at posters, it’s very important to use a typeface that is easy to read, 

also from a distance. Avoid excessive thin and light typefaces, as they are not very legible in large 

fonts.

6.Excessively long copy

A poster is supposed to generate interest, not provide explanations. No-one is going to go right up to 

it and read the fine print. While designing your poster, therefore, be brief. If anyone wants more 

information they can visit your website.

From <https://www.printcarrier.com/blog/en/news/avoid-these-ten-mistakes-when-designing-posters/> 

7.Excessively dark or low-contrast colours

You want your poster to catch people’s attention. Think in advance about where you might want to 

hang it – not all street corners are well-lit. Use intense, high-contrast colours and avoid dark ones.

8.No colour concept

A very colourful poster can attract attention, but it can also be confusing. Create a colour concept: 

work with one main colour, combining it with other, suitable colours depending on the topic. If the 

picture you use defines a dominant colour, you can use it in the whole poster.

From <https://www.printcarrier.com/blog/en/news/avoid-these-ten-mistakes-when-designing-posters/> 

Examples of award winning posters

From <https://www.howdesign.com/international-design-awards-winners-2018-posters/> 

From <https://www.howdesign.com/international-design-awards-
winners-2018-posters/> 

From <https://www.howdesign.com/international-design-awards-winners-2018-posters/> 

From <https://www.howdesign.com/international-design-awards-winners-2018-posters/> 
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From <https://www.howdesign.com/international -design-awards-winners-2018-posters/> 

From <https://www.howdesign.com/international -design-awards-winners-2018-posters/> 

From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster-designs-regional-design-annual/> 

From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster-designs-regional-design-annual/> 

From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster-designs-regional-design-annual/> 
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From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster-designs-regional-design-annual/> 
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From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster-designs-regional-design-annual/> 

From <https://www.ufi.org/awards/international-fair-poster-competition/> 
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From <https://www.printmag.com/posters/poster -designs-regional-design-annual/> 

From <https://www.ufi.org/awards/international-fair-poster-competition/> 

Possible images

From <https://www.google.ch/search?q=paint+brush&safe=active&tbm=isch&source=lnt&tbs=sur:fm&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi-8-
fWgLfiAhURNOwKHcM9D_MQpwUIIA&biw=1553&bih=734&dpr=1.14> 

From <https://www.google.ch/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcdn.pixabay.com%2Fphoto%2F2017%2F03%2F26%2F01%
2F00%2Fpaint-2174687_960_720.png&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fpixabay.com%2Fvectors%2Fpaint-splatter-splash-ink-
drop-2174687%2F&docid=U7EUXnU-Pe4OPM&tbnid=0BKF2Ik20uoPFM%3A&vet=
10ahUKEwj7wYythbfiAhUSuqQKHbhWDxIQMwhmKAAwAA..i&w=960&h=719&safe=active&bih=734&biw=1553&q=paint%
20drops&ved=0ahUKEwj7wYythbfiAhUSuqQKHbhWDxIQMwhmKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8> 
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Posters Awards

Poster analysis: The Tree of Life 
In the first of a new monthly series on the best and worst film posters on 

release today, Paul Owen looks at the billboard ad for Terrence Malick's The 
Tree of Life – an unconventional poster that is not quite as unconventional as the film 
itself 

Paul Owen

@paultowen 

Fri 1 Jul 2011 15.14 BST First published on Fri 1 Jul 2011 15.14 BST 
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The poster for The Tree of Life. Click on the image for the full version 

This is the first in what will be a regular series on the most interesting film posters 
being produced today. I'm planning to mainly concentrate on the most impressive 
examples, as I did last year with Black Swan, but I'll also share with you some of 
the worst travesties currently marring the world's buses and bus shelters – such as 
this grisly and slipshod advert for the largely unsolicited Tom Hanks and Julia 
Roberts reunion Larry Crowne. Any suggestions for future columns are gratefully 

welcomed, so please feel free to tell me about any posters you've seen – good or 
bad – in the comments section below.

Terrence Malick's The Tree of Life is an unusual film, and freelance designer Mark 
Carroll has in some ways attempted to match this strangeness of form in creating 
its poster. The poster (above) is made up of four rows of six small stills from the 
film, divided by two larger ones and the film's title in plain black on white, and is 
somewhat reminiscent of the advert for The Truman Show, that wonderful and 
prescient film that correctly predicted the privacy-free age in which we now live.

Sign up to the Art Weekly email 

Read more 

That poster meticulously built up a picture of star Jim Carrey's face through 1,536 
images from his character's past, all colour-washed to form the shape of his face, 
hair, nose, mouth and so on. In doing so it attempted to sum up Truman's whole 
life, but the poster for The Tree of Life goes a step further, trying to encompass, in 
the same way the film does, the entire history of the universe.

It's unconventional, not least in its use of its biggest star, Brad Pitt. The instantly 
recognisable and bankably attractive features of one of the world's most famous 
actors are concealed behind a baby's foot and Pitt's own hand. That's a brave 
move commercially, but in foregrounding the baby it does seem to reflect the way 
the film is more focused on Pitt's effect on his children's lives than in theirs on his.

Hands are a recurring theme, resulting in some unusual images: a butterfly landing 
on Jessica Chastain's palm in the top-left corner, a soaped-up boy raising his fists 
in the bath bottom-left, a much older hand (it is Sean Penn's) reaching calmly for a 
stream of water on the right-hand side.

Circles figure prominently, too, from an image of the formation of the galaxy, to the 
space between the tops of trees, to a whirling set of colourful stained-glass 
windows like a snail's shell, via sunflowers, the sun (three times), and the bodies of 
unspecified sea creatures.

Penn, looking rangy, thin and handsome, standing below a skyscraper in a dark 
suit, gets a more traditional showing than Pitt. He has a much smaller role in the 
film, but his image is linked and made equal with his co-star's by the matching 
angles of their heads.

It's all very stylishly and tastefully done, although the colours lean too much 
towards blue and grey, meaning the overall effect is a bit dark and muted. The film 
is full of beautiful, hypnotic, close-cropped images like the ones chosen here, and 
there are many others that the poster could have used that might have brightened 
it up: vast and rippling flocks of birds, Chastain lying in state in a glass coffin in the 
woods, children dancing happily in clouds of DDT.

Advertisement

The landscape poster is much better than a portrait version that has also been 
released; anxious to fit in a clutch of glowing reviews, that one ends up much too 

text-heavy. The images get lost – even the name of the film does, shoehorned 
uncomfortably into the middle row of stills.

Detail from a poster for The Tree of Life 
Designer Mark Carroll called The Tree of Life a "personal, thought-provoking 
masterpiece", and told me: "My only hope was to create a poster that didn't tell the 
audience what to think, but rather, inspired them to think for themselves, and ask 
their own questions." But my hunch is that for both the landscape and the portrait 
version Carroll has watered down what was surely his original vision for the poster 
(left – click here for full version): a tightly packed array of 70 separate images as 
opposed to the landscape poster's 26 and the portrait's 30. This original draft 
comes much closer to conjuring up the strangeness and woozy ambition of the 
film, which – especially in its first half – has a modernist, stream of consciousness 
structure reminiscent of James Joyce or William Faulkner and attempts a daring, 
unconventional manner of storytelling rarely seen in the cinema.

In this original version we slip dizzily and confusedly from place to place and era to 
era, catching mysterious glimpses of planets, clouds of dust and other, completely 
abstract, images along the way. Somehow a lot of this has been lost in the final 
draft. We get no sense, to take the most extreme examples, that a good chunk of 
the film will be devoted to depicting the formation of the universe, and that in its 
final minutes The Tree of Life will lurch into a dreamlike religious mysticism. We get 
no sense that a climactic scene will involve one dinosaur enigmatically standing on 
another's face. I do pity any poster designer trying to seamlessly work that scene 
in, although I must say that against all the odds Malick works it into the film pretty 
well.
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Nevertheless, we should thank our lucky stars that some vestige of Carroll's 
original idea has made it through to the final poster; infinitely worse are these 
terribly misleading ads that seem to have been produced in a misguided attempt to 
sell the film to the multiplex. This one is saddled with the meaningless slogan 
"nothing stands still" and seems to be for a Stephen King-style horror film, while 
this one is suffused with the happy, nostalgic glow of sentimental pap like A River 
Runs Through It

and My Girl. I haven't seen these posters up anywhere, but if they do go on general 
display, then, as Charles Dickens would put it: "result misery".

From <https://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2011/jul/01/posters-tree-of-life-terrence-malick> 

Film 

Black Swan raises the bar with striking 
and beautiful set of posters 
British design studio's adverts for new Darren Aronofsky film echo Polish 

and Czech posters of the 60s and ballet advertisements of the early 20th 
century – to impressive effect 

Paul Owen

@paultowen 

Mon 20 Dec 2010 10.11 GMT First published on Mon 20 Dec 2010 10.11 GMT 

Shares

2

Comments

84 

One of LaBoca's posters for Black Swan. Click on the image to see the full version 

I'm looking forward to seeing Darren Aronofsky's Black Swan, the ballet thriller that 
the director views as a companion piece to his last film, the gripping and 
compassionate drama The Wrestler. But I'm also hoping to see the film's beautiful 
and striking posters on buses and bus shelters around the country. These are 
some of the most interesting and arresting movie posters I've seen for a long time.

From <https://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2010/dec/20/black-swan-posters> 

Poster power: 1970s anti-Vietnam war 
art by California students 
Following shootings of young Vietnam war protesters in 1970, 
University of California students produced hundreds of anti-war 
artworks

• After Kent State: 1970s anti-war student art – in pictures

Kathryn Bromwich

@kathryn42 

Sat 30 Jan 2016 23.00 GMT Last modified on Thu 22 Mar 2018 00.05 GMT 

Shares

135

Comments

43 

American Flag (untitled) 1970, silkscreen, printed on the blank side of a Carson Morris calendar. 
Photograph: Courtesy of Shapero Modern, London 

Kent State University, Ohio, May 1970. A group of unarmed students is 

protesting against the escalation of the Vietnam war into Cambodia. The national 
guard is called in; things get out of hand. Four students – two protesting, two just 
passing by – are killed, nine are wounded, one is paralysed. Eleven days later, two 
students are killed and 12 wounded at Jackson State College, Mississippi.

From <https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/30/poster-power-anti-vietnam-war-art-berkeley-california-
students-exhibition-shapero-modern> 

Vintage ski posters – in pictures 
Chateau D’Oex, 1933, by Alex Walter Diggelmann. Photograph: courtesy of Swann Auction Galleries 

Share on Facebook •
Share on Twitter •
Share via Email •

Vintage ski posters – in pictures
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A collection of vintage ski and winter sports posters up to a century old – some worth thousands of 
dollars – is about to be auctioned in New York. The resorts advertised range from Europe’s Alpine jewels 
to the mountains of Canada, and all offer fun in the outdoors
Main image: Chateau D’Oex, 1933, by Alex Walter Diggelmann. Photograph: courtesy of Swann Auction 
Galleries 

Mont-Blanc, 1928
The 1928 design Vers le Mont-Blanc, by Georges Dorival (1871-1939), is one of the great classics of 
the ski poster genre. This is one of three images (morning) of the same view at different times of 
the day – morning, afternoon and night. Swann Auction Galleries in New York will hold the sale on 
7 February. All photographs courtesy Swann Auction Galleries 
Photograph: Courtesy of Swann Auction Galleries
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Garmisch Partenkirchen, 1973
A promotional poster for the Hannes Marker Cup, signature unknown. Swann Galleries says: “This 
sale has examples by the likes of Georges Dorival, Emil Cardinaux, Charles Hallo and Alex Walter 
Diggelmann, all from the top rank of poster designers.” The collection is expected to top $90,000 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Beuil, 1935
This poster by the Parisian artist Jean-Gabriel Domergue (1889-1962) was designed to entice 
wealthy Nice residents to the delights of Beuil in the Alpes-Maritimes. Unusually for the time, it 
promotes air travel as a means to complete the journey 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Davos, 1908
Among the most sought-after resorts for poster collectors is Davos in Switzerland. Internationale 
Eiswettlaufen translates as international skating races. This skater design is by Walther Koch 
(1875-1915), a German painter and designer who moved to Switzerland because of ill health. He 
designed both the pavilion for the Davos spa and the interior of the Davos Forest Sanatorium. 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Austria, c.1930
Paul Kirnig’s dynamic vision for the Austrian Tourist Board 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Chateau D’Oex, 1933
All action at the Swiss resort, by Alex Walter Diggelmann (1902-87) 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Mon 21 Jan 2019 07.00 GMT 
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Facebook Twitter Pinterest

St Gallen, 1939
Ostschweiz Skirennen – the Eastern Switzerland Ski Race – by Alfred Widmer, from the year the 
second world war began 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Beatenberg, Niederhorn, 1945
All smiles after war ended in Europe. By Martin Peikert (1901-75) 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Quebec
Date unknown, promoting winter sports in Canada’s French-speaking province. Signed Eberhardt 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Chamonix-Mont Blanc, 1927
This poster by ‘Alo’ (Charles Hallo, 1884-1969), depicts an early view of ski jumping with a 
particularly appealing colour palette 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•

Switzerland
Date unknown, possibly designed to attract American skiers to Alpine slopes, this dramatic off-
piste view is signed by an unknown designer 
Facebook Twitter Pinterest

•
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Davos, c.1956
A Davos poster designed by the award-winning Donald Brün (1909-99) 
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